The Harry A. Bigelow Professorship in Law was established in 1967 in honor of the late Harry A. Bigelow, who was Dean of the Law School from 1929 to 1939 and a member of the faculty of the Law School from 1904 until his death in 1950.

The William B. Graham Endowment Fund was established in 1971 by William B. Graham, a member of the Class of 1936, to assist in providing financial support to strengthen the faculty of the Law School.

The Harold J. and Marion F. Green Professorship in International Legal Studies was established in 1973. The professorship was made possible through the generosity of Harold J. Green and a matching grant from the Ford Foundation. Mr. Green is an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1928.

The James Parker Hall Professorship in Law was established in 1930 by the alumni of the School in memory of James Parker Hall, Dean of the School from 1904 until his death in 1928. Past holders of the James Parker Hall Professorship have been Edward Wilcox Hinton, George Gleason Bogert, Wilber Griffith Katz, and Sheldon Tefft.

The Julius Kreeger Professorship in Law and Criminology was established in 1965 through the generosity of Mrs. Arthur Wolf, in memory of her late husband, Julius Kreeger, a graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1920.

The Karl N. Llewellyn Professorship in Jurisprudence was established in 1973 by former students, colleagues, family, and other friends of Professor Llewellyn, a member of the Law School faculty from 1951 until his death in 1962.

The Carl S. Lloyd Faculty Fund was established in 1973 by Carl S. Lloyd, a member of the Class of 1920, to assist in providing faculty support.

The Seymour Logan Endowment Fund was established in 1971 by Mrs. Seymour Logan and children as a memorial to Seymour Logan, a member of the Class of 1944, to assist in providing financial support (for example, by funding leaves of absence for research purposes) to strengthen the faculty of the Law School.

The Clifton R. Musser Professorship in Economics was established in 1970 by members of Mr. Musser's family, to provide a permanent professorship in economics in the Law School.

The Max Pam Professorship in Comparative Law was established in 1935 in memory of Max Pam, a member of the Chicago Bar, with funds allocated by the Trustees under the will of Mr. Pam.
The Bernard G. Sang Faculty Fund was established in 1973 by Bernard G. Sang, a member of the Class of 1935, to assist in providing faculty support.

The Arnold I. Shure Professorship in Urban Law was established in 1971. The professorship was made possible by a grant from the Ford Foundation. Matching gifts were contributed by many friends and alumni of the Law School in honor of Mr. Shure, an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1929.

Under the will of the late Leo Spitz, J.D., 1910, provision is made for the establishment of The Caroline and Henry Spitz Professorship, in honor of Mr. Spitz's parents, as a professorship in world organization, law and government, and related problems, including the protection of human rights and the peaceful settlement of international legal and political disputes.

The John P. Wilson Professorship in Law was established in 1929 with funds contributed for the John P. Wilson Memorial Foundation by John P. Wilson, Jr., and Anna Wilson Dickinson as a memorial to their father, a member of the Chicago Bar. Past holders of the John P. Wilson Professorship have been Ernst Freund, Harry Augustus Bigelow, Wilber Griffith Katz, and Roscoe T. Steffen.

The Harry N. Wyatt Faculty Fund was established in 1971 by Harry N. Wyatt, a member of the Class of 1921, to assist in providing research leaves and other forms of support for the research of the Law School faculty.

SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

The Paul G. Annes Prize Scholarship, established in 1973 by friends of Mr. Annes in his honor. Mr. Annes is a graduate of the Law School, Class of 1923.

The James B. Blake Scholarship Fund, established in 1951 as a memorial to James B. Blake, J.D., 1907, by his friends.


The Chicago Bar Foundation Scholarship, made possible by annual contributions to the Law School for this purpose by the Chicago Bar Foundation.

The Chicago Title and Trust Company Foundation Scholarships, made possible through gifts to the Law School by the Chicago Title and Trust Company Foundation.


The Andrew D. and Eleanor C. Collins Scholarship Fund, established in 1969 by bequest under the will of Eleanor C. Collins.

The Farmers Insurance Group Scholarship.
The George W. Friede 1931 Scholarship, established by a gift and bequest of the late George W. Friede, J.D., 1931. The scholarship is awarded to qualified students who are graduates of a college or university in the state of Oregon or who have been domiciled in that state for the three years preceding the award of the scholarship.

The Milton A. Gordon Scholarship, established in 1964 through the generosity of Milton A. Gordon, J.D., 1931.


The Anna Weiss Graff Honor Scholarship, established in 1961 by the Julian D. Weiss and Shirley W. Weiss Foundation.

The George and Mary Gregory Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in 1969 by Chris D. Gregory who was a member of the Class of 1929, in honor of his parents, to provide scholarships in the Law School.

The Stuart Cardell Hyer Scholarship, established in 1972 as a memorial to Stuart C. Hyer, J.D., 1935, by his parents, Ebba Cardell Hyer and Stanton E. Hyer, J.D., 1925.

The Francis S. Kosmerl Fellowships, established in 1948 by a bequest under the will of Francis S. Kosmerl, J.D., 1918.

The David Levinson Scholarship Fund, established in 1973 in memory of David Levinson, J.D., 1912, by his friends.

The Hilda Loth Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in 1968 by Alan Loth, 1914, in memory of his wife, Hilda Loth, to provide an annual law scholarship.

The Edwin B. Mayer Scholarship.

The Class of 1915 Scholarship, endowed by the Class of 1915 and awarded annually to a second-year student in the Law School.

The Class of 1932 Scholarship Fund, established in 1968 by members of the Class of 1932 to provide scholarships in the Law School.

The Class of 1933 Scholarship Fund, established in 1968 by members of the Class of 1933 to provide scholarships in the Law School.

The Class of 1935 Scholarship Fund, established in 1968 by members of the Class of 1935 to provide a full tuition scholarship annually to a student in the Law School.

The Law School Alumni Scholarships, provided annually out of funds contributed by the alumni to the Fund for the Law School.

The La Verne Noyes Foundation Scholarships, available to all students of the University who are descendants of veterans of World War I. Special applications are available from the Law School.

The Walter M. Parker Scholarship Fund, established in 1970 by a bequest under the will of Walter M. Parker, J.D., 1915.

The Phi Sigma Delta Scholarship, established by members of the Phi Sigma Delta fraternity.

The James Nelson Raymond Scholarship, established in 1930 from a fund given by Anna Louise Raymond in memory of her husband, James Nelson Raymond.
The Maurice A. and Rose Rosenthal Scholarship was established in 1972 by Maurice A. Rosenthal, an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1927.

The Frances S. Schaffner Scholarship Fund, established in 1970 by a bequest under the will of Frances S. Schaffner.

The Stepan Chemical Company Scholarship, established in 1972 by the Stepan Chemical Company, is to be awarded on the basis of academic achievement and financial need to a third-year student, a person likely to make a constructive contribution to society either as a practicing lawyer or in other leadership capacities within the profession. Paul H. Stepan is a member of the Class of 1970.

The Charles Weinfeld Scholarship, established in 1972 as a memorial to Charles Weinfeld, who was born on April 2, 1882, and died on January 24, 1957, by the Charles Weinfeld Memorial Foundation.

The William W. and Tamara Wilkow Scholarship, established in 1971 by the William W. and Tamara Wilkow Foundation, to provide an annual scholarship to a third-year student who has maintained a superior academic record for the first two years of law school and who requires financial assistance to complete his or her legal education.

The Leo F. Wormser Scholarships, established in 1935 by friends of Leo F. Wormser, J.D., 1909, as a memorial to him. In 1940 a gift to this fund was made by Mrs. Leo F. Wormser in memory of Mr. Wormser's mother, Mrs. Frida Wormser; from time to time additional gifts have also been made by the family and friends of Mr. Wormser. In 1956 the scholarship fund was augmented by a bequest from the estate of Mrs. Leo F. Wormser.

FELLOWSHIP FUNDS

The Bayer Fellowship in Foreign Law, contributed annually by the Farbenfabriken Bayer Corporation of West Germany. The fellowship supports the work of a student in the Foreign Law Program.

Commonwealth Fellowships, available for a year of study at the School to a limited number of students from the British Commonwealth who are graduates in law or in jurisprudence of universities of the British Commonwealth.

The James Nelson Raymond Fellowship, created in 1933 and 1934 by Anna Louise Raymond.

The Roesing Family Fellowship Fund, established in 1970 by Robert B. Roesing for an annual scholarship for a graduate student in the Law School.

LOAN FUNDS

The Harry A. Bigelow Loan Fund, established in 1929 by the Law School Class of 1929 in honor of the late Dean Bigelow.

The Bernhardt Frank Loan Fund, established in 1952 by Louis H. Silver, J.D., 1928, in honor of his brother-in-law, an outstanding appellate lawyer.
The Ernst Freund Loan Fund, established in 1922 by the late Professor Ernst Freund and since his death augmented by other contributions.

The Raphael and Rose Golde Loan Fund, established in 1955 by provision of the will of the late Joseph A. Golde, J.D., 1915, in memory of his parents.

The James Parker Hall Loan Fund, established by the alumni of the Law School in memory of the late Dean Hall.

The Ronald G. Hillebrand Memorial Loan Fund, established in 1962 by the Class of 1962 and other friends of Ronald G. Hillebrand in his memory; it is available to third-year, married students of the Law School.

The Harold S. Lansing Loan Fund, established in 1972 in memory of Mr. Lansing, a graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1928, through the generosity of his friend and classmate, Harold J. Green.

The Law School Student Loan Fund.

The Louis M. Mantynband Loan Fund, established by his partners in memory of Mr. Mantynband, a member of the Class of 1920.

The Floyd R. Mechem Loan Fund for law students, established in 1921 by the late Professor Floyd R. Mechem.

The Esther Jaffe Mohr Memorial Loan and Scholarship Fund, established in 1966 in memory of Mrs. Mohr, J.D., 1920, a distinguished Chicago lawyer, by Judith Mohr Joyce, Elaine Goodman Mohr, J.D., 1954, and David L. Mohr, J.D., 1959. Preference is to be given to women.

The Harvey Puchowitz Loan Fund, established in 1955 by friends of Harvey Puchowitz, J.D., 1954, in his memory.

The Ernst W. Puttkammer Loan Fund, established in 1956 by students in the Class of 1958.

The Anna Louise Raymond Loan Fund, established in 1932 for the benefit of students in the Law School, preference to be given to women.


The Earl K. Schiek Loan Fund, established through the generosity of the late Mr. Schiek, a member of the Law School Class of 1920.

The Alta N. and Channing L. Sentz Loan Fund for worthy and deserving students was established in 1971 by a bequest under the will of Channing L. Sentz, a graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1908.

The Frederick and Edith Shaffer Sass Loan Fund, established by Frederick Sass, Jr., Ph.B., 1930, J.D., 1932, and Louis Sass, S.B., 1932, in memory of their parents.

The Ben and May Shapiro Loan Fund, established by Robert B. Shapiro, J.D., 1935, in memory of his parents, is available to students, preferably in the Law School, who are dependent in whole or in part upon their own efforts to secure an education.

The Clark B. Whittier Law Loan Fund, established by Professor Clark B. Whittier, a former member of the Law School faculty.

RESEARCH AND OTHER FUNDS

The Abelson Law-Economics Fund was established in 1970 through a gift from the Lester S. Abelson Foundation for support of the Law School’s continuing research into the field of law and economics. Mr. Abelson is a member of the Class of 1925.

The Abelson Legal Aid Fund was established in 1970 through a gift from the Lester S. Abelson Foundation to support the Law School’s educational program in the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic. Mr. Abelson is a member of the Class of 1925.

The Akiba Foundation Memorial Fund, established in 1965 in memory of Joseph Rosenbaum, an alumnus of the Law School.

The Arnold M. Chutkow Memorial Fund was established in 1958 as a memorial to Arnold M. Chutkow, J.D., 1951, through a gift from Samuel Chutkow, J.D., 1920, and the friends and classmates of Arnold Chutkow, to support the student moot-court competition.

The William Crosskey Lectureship in Legal History, established in 1968 in memory of Professor William Crosskey.

The Andrew J. Dallstream Memorial Fund, established in 1962 by the friends and colleagues of Mr. Dallstream, J.D., 1917, an eminent Chicago attorney who had served as president of the Law Alumni Association.

The Dwight P. Green, Sr., Fund for Studies in Criminal Justice was established in 1973 by Dwight P. Green for support of the Law School’s continuing research and teaching program in crime control and criminal justice. Mr. Green is an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1912.


The Leonard M. Rieser Memorial Fund was established in 1959 by the family and friends of Leonard M. Rieser, a distinguished Chicago lawyer and a former Lecturer in Law at the Law School, as a memorial to him to be used in a manner consistent with his wide and varied interests in law. Currently the fund supports the Workshop in Legal History in the Law School.

The Morton C. Seeley Fund was established in 1971 by a bequest under the will of Mrs. Morton C. Seeley in memory of her husband, Morton C. Seeley, a graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1910.

The Frieda and Arnold Shure Research Fund was established in 1945 by Frieda and Arnold Shure, J.D., 1929, for the publication of legal studies of immediate importance for the public welfare.
The David M. Sloan Memorial Fund was established in 1973 in memory of David M. Sloan, J.D., 1951, by his family and friends.

The Max Swiren Memorial Fund was established in memory of Max Swiren, J.D., 1927, by his daughters, Marcia Swiren Edelstein, Class of 1957, and Paula Swiren Pollans.

LIBRARY FUNDS

The Charles W. Boand Library Fund was established in 1967–68 by Mr. Boand, a member of the Class of 1933.

The Allan T. Dunham Memorial Fund, established in 1964 by Professor and Mrs. Allison Dunham in memory of their son, for a general reading collection.

The Jerome N. Frank Memorial Library Fund, established in 1961 by the friends of Judge Jerome Frank, J.D., 1913.

The Maurice and Muriel Fulton Fund was established in 1967–68 for the purchase of books for the Law Library. Mr. Fulton is a member of the Class of 1942.

The Leslie A. Gross Memorial Library Fund was established in 1970 in memory of Leslie A. Gross, a graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1949, by his family and friends.

The William B. Hale Fund, established in 1944 by the family of Mr. Hale for the collection of materials for research and study in the field of monopoly.

The Wallace Heckman Memorial Fund, established in 1929 by Mrs. Wallace Heckman as a memorial to her husband, business manager of the University from 1903 to 1924.

The David Horwich Memorial Law Library Fund, established in 1965 in memory of David Horwich for furthering the study of Ethics and Law.

The Archibald H. Kurland Memorial Book Fund was established in 1971 in memory of Archibald H. Kurland by his family and friends.

The Wendell M. Levi Library Fund was established in 1973 by Mr. Levi, a member of the Class of 1915.

The Essington and McKibbin Memorial Fund, established in memory of two distinguished lawyers and public servants, Thurlow G. Essington, J.D., 1908, and George B. McKibbin, J.D., 1913, by Mrs. Essington and Mrs. McKibbin.

The James Nelson Raymond Memorial Fund, established in 1929 by Anna L. Raymond as a memorial to her husband, James Nelson Raymond.

The Max Thelen Memorial Book Fund was established in 1973 in memory of Mr. Thelen by Herbert A. Thelen for materials on corporations.

The Lester R. Uretz Memorial Library Fund was established in 1972 in memory of Lester R. Uretz, a graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1948, by his family and friends.
The Edwin P. Wiley Law Library Fund was established in 1969 by Mr. Wiley, a member of the Class of 1952.

The Frederic Woodward Law Library Fund, established in 1961 by friends of Frederic Woodward, formerly a member of the faculty of the Law School, and a Vice-President of the University.

A special Law Library Endowment Fund has been established under the guidance and with the help of Arnold I. Shure, J.D., 1929.


HONORS AND PRIZES

The Joseph Henry Beale Prize, named in honor of the first Dean of the Law School, is awarded to the first-year student or students whose work in the first-year tutorial program is judged by the faculty to be most worthy of special recognition.

The D. Francis Bustin Educational Fund for the Law School was established in 1971 by provision of the will of D. Francis Bustin, a 1917 alumnus of the University, to give awards or prizes from time to time for a valuable and important contribution, proposal, or suggestion for the improvement and betterment of the processes, techniques, and procedures of our government or any of its branches or departments, at city, state, or federal level.

The Edwin F. Mandel Award is made annually to those members of the graduating class who, during their Law School career, have contributed the most to the Legal Aid program, in both the quality of the work done and the conscientious exercise of legal aid responsibilities.

The Robert H. Jackson Prize is awarded annually to the students who submit the best papers in connection with the work of the Seminar on Constitutional Law.

The Jerome N. Frank Prize for distinguished Law Review writing is awarded annually for the outstanding comment produced by a third-year member of The University of Chicago Law Review.

The Hinton Moot Court Competition Awards are made to the winners of the third-year moot-court competition.

The Karl Llewellyn Memorial Cup is presented each year to the highest scoring team in the second-year moot-court competition.

The Casper Platt Award is awarded each year for the outstanding paper written by a student in the Law School. The Award is supported by the Casper Platt Memorial Fund, established in 1968 in honor of the late Casper Platt, J.D., 1916, who served with distinction for many years as United States District Judge for the Eastern District of Illinois.

The Chicago Chapter of the Order of the Coif is an honor society founded to encourage and to advance the ethical standards of the legal profession. Its members are elected each spring from the 10 per cent of the graduating class who rank highest in scholarship.